Identity: Learning about myself and others
Day Programme
Group: Various group sizes
One School Model:
This programme is suitable for individual schools seeking to explore identity in a
deep way and to complement and dovetail with work being undertaken as part of the
school curriculum. It allows pupils to experience diversity within a safe setting in an
International learning environment. The programme also helps to build relationships
between students as part of the process of personal development and mutual
understanding.
Two schools model:
This programme is a perfect fit for schools seeking to explore identity as part of a
shared education programme whilst building relationships between students as part
of the process of developing mutual understanding. The programme will link in with
work being undertaken as part of the school curriculum and help to prepare the
students for ongoing work together within the two schools.
Aims and Objectives of the day: This programme will focus on in depth sessions
around Identity and Diversity to include International Café and various identity
themed teambuilding activities.
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Time

Activity

Learning Outcome

Group arrival
Welcome speech, Health and
Safety talk, program overview
Introductory
Session

Song

Song/Game: Have fun and get comfortable
with each other

Diversity Bingo

Morning Sessions

Group Contract

Group Contract: create a safe space, set
the tone for the day, working and living
well together

Workshops around
Teambuilding, Diversity and
Identity:

See outlines attached for individual
workshops

Pupils will rotate in small groups
to complete a variety of
workshops with themes of
Identity and teambuilding.
(Groups of 60 or less will have 3
workshops, groups of over 60
will have 4 workshops)
Lunch
Afternoon Session International Cafe:

Pupils will get the chance to explore
different countries around the world and
Pupils will rotate in groups
get a better understanding how diverse life
around stations where they will is.
meet an International Volunteer. (A diverse range of countries will be
represented through our international team
Pupils will get the chance to
of Volunteers)
both hear about and ask
questions about the Volunteer’s
home countries.

Closing Session

Closing Session:
Map work – with feedback on
what we have learned.

Reflecting on the experience of the day in
an interactive way.

A fun evaluation on what the
kids enjoyed most.
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